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Predicting how optional infinitives really are Paul Hagstrom
Boston University, February 28, 2000 Johns Hopkins University

NOTE: This is (my own take on) joint work in progress done in collaboration with
Géraldine Legendre, Marina Todorova, and Anne Vainikka (all: Dept. of
Cognitive Science, Johns Hopkins University).

0. Overview

The plan: • Set the scene (optional infinitives, representation of tense & agreement).
• Present the data we found and the patterns we observed.
• Use the patterns to constrain analyses of certain child constructions.
• Introduce the ATOM (Schütze & Wexler 1996) analysis of the OI stage.
• Propose an optimality-theoretic extension that can predict our patterns.

1. The “optional infinitive stage”

Over about the last 10 years, there has been extensive research into the productions of
children at about age 2. It has been observed that, in many language, children at about this
age sometimes make certain errors in their verbal forms. In particular, they seem to
produce non-finite forms where finite forms are required in the adult language.

(1) The Optional Infinitive Stage (Wexler 1998)
a. Root infinitives are possible grammatical sentences for children in this stage

(around 2 years)
b. These infinitives coexist with finite forms
c. The children nevertheless know the relevant grammatical Principles, e.g. head

movement, checking, etc.

An example of this from French:

(2)    ‡ Cabinets ouvrir. (Grégoire 1;9.28)
Restroom open-INF
‘(I will) open the restroom (door)’

The verb form in (2) is in the infinitive form ouvrir,
(as opposed to the correct first-person form ouvre [present])

Evidence has been found for an OI stage of this sort in at least:
Danish, English, Faroese, Icelandic, Norwegian, Swedish, French, Irish, Brazilian
Portuguese, Czech. (see Wexler 1998 for citations)

2. The French data: Children and stage divisions

Our French child data came from the CHILDES database (MacWhinney & Snow 1985):
Grégoire (between 1;9 and 2;5), Stéphane (between 2;2 and 3;3), and Philippe (between
2;1 and 2;6). (see Table 9, Appendix 2)
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The files were divided into three groups, which we label Stage 3b, Stage 4b, and Stage 4c.
This division grouped together data files from kids at similar levels of syntactic
development. (details in Appendix 2)

3. Representation of tense and agreement

Our goal was to determine to what extent children represent tense and agreement features
in their early utterances. The hypothesis is that in the representation of a sentence, tense
features are realized in a functional head (Tns) and agreement features are realized in a
functional head (Agr). Thus, an adult 1st past tense form would have the following
(partial) structure:

(3) AgrP
3

Agr TnsP
[1sg] 3

Tns VP
[past] #

…V…

It has been proposed that certain child utterances, one or both of AgrP and TnsP can be
missing from the representation (Schütze & Wexler 1996, Wexler 1998, Ingham 1998).

• If both Agr and Tns are missing, a nonfinite form results.
• If Agr is missing, default agreement morphology surfaces.
• If Tns is missing, default tense morphology surfaces.
• If both Agr and Tns are present, tense and agreement morphology surface.

It is well known (crosslinguistically, but even in French specifically) that the first
agreement morphology to appear in child’s speech is 3sg, and the first tense morphology is
present tense. For a time, they will “overgeneralize” 3sg or present tense, using it where
non-3sg or non-present tense would have been appropriate in the adult language.

To give an example, even in a case with unambiguous past tense which should have plural
agreement on the auxiliary (sont ‘be[3pl]’ instead of est ‘be[3sg]’) shows up as 3sg. This
shows both an example of “overgeneralization” of 3sg and the dissociation between the
realization of tense and agreement.

(4) Papa et Maman est parti. (Grégoire 2;0.5)
Father and Mother is gone
‘Mother and Father have gone.’

We thus have four possibilities for verb forms in the child data:
• Tensed and agreeing  j’ai dansé 1sg, past
• Tensed, not agreeing  a dansé 3sg, past “finite”
• Agreeing, not tensed  je danse 1sg, present
• Neither tensed nor agreeing  danser  NRF “nonfinite”
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A note about subject agreement: We assume subject clitics (je, tu, il, …) are overt
realizations of agreement—specifically, we do not take these to be overt subjects. This
means that je danse ‘(I) dance’ is analyzed as a sentence with a null subject and overt 1sg
agreement. On this point, we follow Auger (1994, 1995), Cummins & Roberge (1993),
Ferdinand (1996), Hulk (1986), Kaiser (1994), Lambrecht (1981), Legendre (1999),
Paradis & Crago (1999), Pierce (1992), Roberge (1990), Suñer (1988), and others.

4. The French data: What we found

Because 3sg is the default agreement, and present is the default tense, we counted only
non-3sg (unambiguous agreement) and non-present (unambiguous tense).

Downside: sometimes the speaker intends to use a 3sg subject or present tense.

Table 1: Adult usage of non-3sg and non-present tense

Adults from file non-present non-3sg
Grégoire 9 28% (184/661) 35% (231/659)
Philippe 11 34% (173/507) 41% (206/506)
Average 31% (357/1168) 38% (437/1165)

• If a kid uses non-present about 31% of the time, s/he’s representing tense at 100%.
• If a kid uses non-3sg about 38% of the time, s/he’s representing agreement at 100%.

Figure 1. Tense and Agreement (tables 1, 2, 3)
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The pattern: Tense starts out being used at adult-like levels (Stage 3b).
Tense use drops dramatically (Stage 4b).
Tense returns to adult-like levels (Stage 4c).

Agreement starts out essentially unused (Stage 3b).
Agreement increases (Stage 4b).
Agreement reaches adult-like levels (Stage 4c).

☞ Tense and agreement show distinct courses of acquisition.

Figure 2. Proportion of non-finite root forms of all verbs (table 4)
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5. Constraining analyses: Null subjects

It has been long observed that children at this age tend to show a great many “null
subjects”. These occur both with finite and nonfinite verbs.

Note: Recall that we take subject clitics to be realizations of
agreement, meaning that je partis ‘I leave’, grammatical in
the adult language, would constitute a finite null subject
utterance. To put it another way, adult French allows null
subjects from this perspective.

It turns out that the rate of null subjects in NRFs is somewhat higher than in finite verbs,
suggesting that there is something particularly amenable to null subjects in the NRF
structure. (This won’t follow from anything here).
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Figure 3. Null subjects (tables 5, 6)
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There are two kinds of finite null subjects: those with agreement (a subject clitic)
those without agreement.

If the ability of a finite verb depended on agreement (either being present or being absent),
we would expect to see that the proportion of agreement among finite null subjects would
be different from what we find in the pool of verbs as a whole.

Figure 4. Finite null subjects with agreement clitics (table 7)
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What this means: The rate of agreement in finite verbs when restricted to null subject
cases is the same (basically) as when unrestricted. Conclusion: Whatever lets you drop the
subject doesn’t depend on (but rather is orthogonal to) the presence of agreement features.

6. Constraining analysis: postverbal subjects

It has been observed that kids around this age will produce sentences like (5a), with a
postverbal subject. Such sentences are ungrammatical in adult French. These kids also
produce sentences like (5b), a “right dislocation”, grammatical in adult French.

(5) a.      ‡ Manger salade Adrien (Grégoire 1;9.10)
eat-INF salad Adrien
‘Adrien is eating salad.’  (the clitic makes the difference)

b. Il est monté Grégoire (Grégoire 1;9.28)
he has gone.up Grégoire
‘Grégoire has gone on top.’

Some (e.g., Déprez & Pierce 1993), have argued that (5a) is a special kind of error, in
which the subject gets “left behind” (in SpecVP, under the VP-Internal Subject
Hypothesis). Others (e.g., Ferdinand 1996, Labelle & Valois 1996) argue that (5a) is just a
variant of grammatical (5b) but missing the clitic.

On our view, the clitic in (5b) is simply agreement. Therefore, if (5a) is just (5b) without
agreement, we would expect that the proportion of (5b)-type to (5a)-type postverbal
subjects would be the same as the overall rate of agreement.

Figure 5. Proportion of postverbal subjects with agreement clitic (table 8)
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What this means: Like with the null subject case considered before, this tells us (a) that
the driving force behind Right Dislocation (of the (5b) type) cannot depend on the
presence or absence of agreement, and (b) that (5a–b) are instances of the same
construction, differing only in the presence/absence of agreement features.

Wrap-up: Although we do not have an analysis of either the null subjects or the
postverbal subjects in child/adult French, the data we have has limited the types of analysis
that are available (This is a good thing). Neither process can crucially rely on the presence
or absence of agreement features, and the child postverbal subjects (of type (5a)) must be
analyzed as the same construction as child/adult right dislocations (of type (5b)).

7. The Agr/Tns Omission Model (Schütze & Wexler 1996, Wexler 1998)

Why do children show “optional infinitives” in the first place?

(6) Agr/Tns Omission Model (ATOM) (Wexler 1998, Schütze & Wexler 1996)
a. Agr or Tns (or both) may be deleted
b. Morphology is inserted to Elsewhere principle (morphology has defaults)
c. Kid knows adult syntax and morphology (features, Elsewhere, defaults)

How it works (as described by Wexler 1998):

• Children’s utterances are grammatical even by adult standards.
• The requirement that Tns be in the clause is not a syntactic principle.

(rather, it is pragmatic, “anchoring” the interpretation to the context).
• Similarly for Agr; if Agr is omitted, no syntactic principles are violated.

• Something adults know requires Agr and Tns (e.g., the “anchoring” constraints).
Something that says “REALIZE AGREEMENT” and “REALIZE TENSE.”

• Children in the Optional Infinitive stage have an additional constraint, the Unique
Checking Constraint (UCC):

(7) Unique Checking Constraint (UCC) (Wexler 1998)
The D-feature of DP can only check against one functional category.

• (In certain types of languages) the UCC prohibits representations with both AgrSP
and TnsP. The idea: the subject must move to “check” a “D-feature” (determiner
category feature) in the specifier of each functional category. The UCC prohibits
doing this twice, but if both AgrSP and TnsP are present, each will require the
movement.
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• The cause of the “optional” infinitives is a decision the kid has to make about which
constraint to violate. The kid makes different choices for different utterances…

—Violate UCC, give an adult utterance (satisfying “REALIZE TENSE, AGREEMENT”)
—Violate “REALIZE TENSE”, give a non-tensed utterance (satisfying UCC)
—Violate “REALIZE AGREEMENT”, give a non-agreeing utterance (satisfying UCC).

Note: Although Schütze & Wexler (1996) discuss the case where neither Tns nor Agr is
present (suggesting that this is the source of genitive case subjects) I see no way for such a
representation to come out of their system. It would mean that the child chooses to violate
both “REALIZE TENSE” and “REALIZE AGREEMENT” even though violating only one of them
would allow satisfaction of the UCC.

Another important point:

ATOM characterizes what kinds of utterances may occur.
It does not characterize how often each occurs.

The data I presented above shows that there is a systematic pattern in the realization of
tense and agreement features. That is, there is a system to the choices the kid makes about
which constraint to violate. ATOM has nothing to say about this…

8. Analysis: The intuitive idea

There are conflicting constraints at play in the child

• Sentences should show tense
• Sentences should show agreement

but
• Sentences should not be so complicated as to realize inflection.
• Sentences should not be so complicated as to realize both tense & agreement.

(this second constraint is the analog to Wexler’s UCC)

(Whether the last two should be considered to be an attempt to “simplify” for reasons of
computational complexity in underdeveloped cognitive resources is an open question, but
it gives us an intuitive way to think about them).

The first group endorse faithfulness to the underlying representation (the “intent”)
The second group endorse minimal structure.

The pattern results from the minimal structure constraints taking priority over the
faithfulness constraints (thus, tense and/or agreement are not realized) initially. Then, the
faithfulness constraints become more dominant as the child’s development progresses.
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9. Background: Optimality Theory

Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993) provides a way formalize the idea

(8) (i) Grammar is an optimizing system of universal well-formedness constraints
on linguistic forms.

(ii) Well-formedness constraints are simple and general. They routinely come
into conflict and are surface-violated.

(iii) Conflicts are resolved through hierarchical rankings of constraints, which
are language-particular.

(iv) Alternative structural realizations of an input (“candidates”) compete. The
candidate which best satisfies (or minimally violates) the full set of
ranked constraints is the optimal one. Only the optimal structure is
grammatical. Every competition yields an optimal output.

(v) Candidates are evaluated against a strictly ranked set of constraints; for
every two constraints C1 and C2, either C1 outranks C2 or C2 outranks C1.

(9) Economy of Structure constraints
*F: No functional heads
*F2: No pairs of functional heads

(10) Faithfulness constraints
PARSET: Parse Tense
PARSEA: Parse Agreement

Possible structures (candidates) evaluated for “optimalness”:

(11) a. example: danser (NRF)
VP violates: PARSEA, PARSET

satisfies: *F, *F2

b. TP example: a dansé (3sg, past)
3 violates: PARSEA, *F

T[PAST] VP satisfies: PARSET, *F2

c. AgrP example: je danse (1sg, present)
3 violates: PARSET, *F

Agr[1SG] VP satisfies: PARSEA, *F2

d. AgrP example: j’ai dansé (1sg, past)
3 violates: *F (twice), *F2

Agr[1SG] TP satisfies: PARSEA, PARSET
3

T[PAST] VP
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Restating the intuitive idea in terms of these structures:

(12) Stage 3b: Ranking sometimes permits a single functional projection, which,
when present, invariably realizes tense.

Stage 4b: Ranking permits a single functional projection; variation in ranking
permits either tense or agreement to be realized.

Stage 4c: Ranking permits two functional projections, both tense and
agreement are realized.

Why this won’t work as-is:

In Stage 3b, realizing tense seems to be more important than avoiding functional
projections altogether.

Suppose the ranking is: *F2 >> PARSET >> *F >> PARSEA

Then every verb the child tries to say will be tensed and non-agreeing (11b).

But we know that this isn’t what happens:
• 33% of the time, the verbs are not tensed or agreeing.
• 66% of the time, the verbs are tensed, not agreeing.

And no matter what ranking we try, we’ll always end up with one of the candidates in (11)
winning all of the time.

10. Partial constraint ranking

The solution to the problem is the partial ranking (as explored by Reynolds 1994, Anttila
1997, Boersma 1997, Nagy & Reynolds 1997).

A partial ranking can give us proportions. A simple example:

(13) a. Partial ranking:
Fixed *F2 >> *F
Floating: PARSET   ——————

 ⇒
b. Set of rankings:

i. *F2 >> *F >> PARSET  winning candidate: untensed verb
ii. *F2 >> PARSET >> *F  winning candidate: tensed verb

ParseT covers a range of the ranking space.
Prior to each evaluation, it is fixed in a random place in that range.
So each evaluation could either be using (strict) ranking (13bi) or (13bii).
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Assuming it is random, and that anyplace in PARSET’s range has an equal probability of
being the place where ParseT is fixed in a given evaluation:

• untensed verb wins 50% of the time
• tensed verb wins 50% of the time

So we expect to see 50% tensed verbs and 50% untensed verbs.

8. Analysis

The constraints *F2 and *F are part of a power hierarchy;
*F2 >> *F in every possible grammar..

The rest of the analysis relies on the distribution of PARSEA and PARSET with respect to
*F2 and *F.

In Stage 3, PARSET has a higher range than PARSEA—
At this stage, PARSEA is ranked so low as to be irrelevant.

(14) Stage 3b
Fixed  *F2 >> *F
Floating: PARSET ————————

PARSEA  —

This partial ranking encodes three strict orderings.
Two yield tensed verbs, one yields NRFs.

(15) Stage 3b:
a. PARSET >> *F2 >> *F >> PARSEA yields: tensed
b. *F2 >> PARSET >> *F >> PARSEA yields: tensed
c. *F2 >> *F >> PARSET >> PARSEA yields: NRF

This predicts: 33% of verbs at Stage 3b will be NRFs
67% of verbs at Stage 3b will be tensed (100% of finite verbs)
no verbs at Stage 3b will be agreeing
(so obviously, no verbs at Stage 3b will be agreeing & tensed)

And that’s just what we saw. (33% were NRFs at Stage 3b,
100% of finite verbs were tensed and non-agreeing).

In Stage 4b, PARSEA advances to cover the same ground as PARSET.
PARSEA and PARSET are now completely symmetrical:

(16) Stage 4b:
Fixed  *F2 >> *F
Floating: PARSET ————————

PARSEA ————————
12

The partial ranking in (16) defines the following 12 orderings.

(17) Stage 4b:
a. PARSET >> PARSEA >> *F2 >> *F yields: tensed and agreeing
b. PARSEA >> PARSET >> *F2 >> *F yields: tensed and agreeing
c. *F2 >> *F >> PARSET >> PARSEA yields: NRF
d. *F2 >> *F >> PARSEA >> PARSET yields: NRF
e. *F2 >> PARSET >> PARSEA >> *F yields: tensed
f. *F2 >> PARSEA >> PARSET >> *F yields: agreeing
g. PARSET >> *F2 >> PARSEA >> *F yields: tensed
h. PARSEA >> *F2 >> PARSET >> *F yields: agreeing
i. PARSET >> *F2 >> *F >> PARSEA yields: tensed
j. PARSEA >> *F2 >> *F >> PARSET yields: agreeing
k. *F2 >> PARSET >> *F >> PARSEA yields: tensed
l. *F2 >> PARSEA >> *F >> PARSET yields: agreeing

This predicts: 2/12 = 17% yield tense & agreement
2/12 = 17% yield NRFs
4/12 = 33% yield tensed (non-agreeing) (6/10=60% of finite tensed)
4/12 = 33% yield agreeing (non-tensed) (6/10=60% of finite agreeing)

Of finite verbs, we expect 60% to be tensed, 60% to be agreeing.
Of tensed forms, we expect 31% to be non-present, 38% to be non-3sg.
So we expect to see 19% (60% × 31%) of finite verbs showing non-present

& we expect to see 23% (60% × 38%) of finite verbs showing non-3sg.

And that’s (pretty close to) what we saw.
19% were NRFs at Stage 4b. (vs. 17%)
15% of finite verbs showed non-present. (vs. 19%)
15% of finite verbs showed non-3sg (vs. 23%)

Finally, at Stage 4c, PARSET & PARSEA, together, come to outrank *F2, at which point
tense and agreement are always both realized.

(18) Stage 4c:
Fixed *F2 >> *F
Floating: PARSET ——

PARSEA ——

(19) Stage 4c:
a. PARSET >> PARSEA >> *F2 >> *F yields: tensed and agreeing
b. PARSEA >> PARSET >> *F2 >> *F yields: tensed and agreeing

Predicts: 0% NRFs, 100% tensed (31% non-present), 100% agreeing (38% non-3sg)
We see: 2% NRFs, (100% tensed) 31% non-present, (95% agreeing) 36% non-3sg.
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Figures 6–7.Predictions of the partial ranking analysis vs. observed data
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11. *F2 vs. the UCC.

Is UCC really *F2?

Well, no, but it’s close. The difference between the two is that the UCC is a fairly specific
constraint, whereas *F2 is pretty general. UCC pinpoints a particular reason for
disallowing two functional projections (namely, each would require a D-motivated
movement). From this, Wexler (1998) can extend the analysis to capture the NS/OI
generalization:
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(20) The Null-Subject/OI Generalization (NS/OI) (Wexler 1998)
Children in a language go through an OI stage if and only if the language is not an
INFL-licensed null-subject language.

(21) Axiom for the NS/OI to follow from the UCC (Wexler 1998)
In null-subject languages, Agr is D; in non-null-subject languages Agr is not D
(rather, it needs D). Only Agr which needs D drives a D-motivated movement.

One problem with the NS/OI generalization is that, looking at French the way we have, it
does not hold of French (under our assumptions, French is in fact a null subject language,
yet it clearly has an OI stage). Do we want to derive it? (This remains an open
question—there seems to be a difference in behavior between languages that “have an OI
stage” and those which don’t, and it may well still have to do with the idea in the axiom,
that Agr in some languages does not need D. What needs to be clarified is the meaning of
“null subject language” in this context in light of the analysis of French here).

12. What we’ve seen…

We have seen new results from child French that show:
• The realization of tense and agreement proceeds independently.
• Specifically:

—tense starts (at the point at which we start observing) at an adult-like
level, then dips (in response to competition from agreement), and
finally regains adult-like levels.

—agreement starts essentially completely unrepresented and increases
roughly linearly across the three stages.

—NRFs start out at high levels (roughly 1/3) and decrease roughly linearly
to zero.

This data also allowed us to conclude that:
• the availability of null subjects is independent of realization of agreement.
• the availability of right dislocation is independent of realization of agreement.
• child postverbal subject “errors” are a form of right-dislocation.

Finally, I presented an analysis of the course of development in terms of a partial ranking
of constraints in an Optimality-Theoretic framework that predicts the relative frequencies
of the different sentence types (Tns/Agr, Tns, Agr, NRF), which complements the
(predictively successful) ATOM model of child language proposed by Schütze & Wexler
(1996), Wexler (1998).
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Appendix 1. Tables of actual numbers

Table 2: Verbs with non-present tense inflection (out of unambiguously tensed verbs)

Child Stage 3b Stage 4b Stage 4c
Grégoire 34% (66/194) 21% (44/212) 32% (205/646)
Stéphane 37% (19/52) 10% (17/179) 25% (34/135)
Philippe 13% (44/334) 30% (74/246)

Weighted avg. 35% (85/246) 113% 15% (105/725) 48% 31% (313/1027) 100%

Table 3: Verbs with non-3sg agreement inflection (out of unambiguously agreeing verbs)

Child Stage 3b Stage 4b Stage 4c
Grégoire 3% (5/156) 19% (33/172) 34% (221/650)
Stéphane 5% (2/43) 12% (13/109) 38% (51/133)
Philippe 15% (44/303) 40% (98/246)

Weighted avg. 4% (7/199) 11% 15% (90/584) 40% 36% (370/1029) 95%

Table 4: Proportion of non-finite root forms (NRFs) of all verbs

Child Stage 3b Stage 4b Stage 4c
Grégoire 28% (83/297) 18% (51/287) 1% (7/711)
Stéphane 48% (51/106) 13% (27/205) 2% (3/152)
Philippe 22% (105/476) 6% (14/250)
Weighted average 33% (134/403) 19% (183/968) 2% (24/1113)

Table 5: Proportion of NRFs appearing with null subjects

Child Stage 3b Stage 4b Stage 4c
Grégoire 46% (38/83) 78% (35/45) 100% (5/5)
Stéphane 53% (27/51) 54% (13/24) 0% (0/3)
Philippe 75% (76/102) 90% (9/10)
Weighted average 49% (65/134) 73% (124/171) 78% (14/18)

Table 6: Proportion of finite verbs appearing with null subjects (clitic subjects ⇒  null)

Child Stage 3b Stage 4b Stage 4c
Grégoire 53% (100/189) 60% (120/200) 60% (361/605)
Philippe 53% (143/271) 79% (150/190)
Weighted average 53% (100/189) 56% (263/471) 64% (511/795)
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Table 7:Proportion of finite null subject sentences with agreement clitic

Stage 3b Stage 4b Stage 4c
verb alone 76 117 44
verb with clitic 24 146 467
% with clitic 24% 56% 91%
adjusted % agr. 11% 40% 95%

Table 8:Proportion of postverbal subjects with agreement clitic

Stage 3b Stage 4b Stage 4c
verb alone 50 70 7
verb with clitic 20 54 59
% with clitic 29% 44% 89%
agreeing (Table 7) 24% 56% 91%

Appendix 2. Details on the data collection

Table 9. Children, files, and ages included in this study

a.     Grégoire (Champaud corpus)   
Files Age PLU stage Total # of Utterances
1–4 1;9–1;10 3b 874
5–7 2;0–2;3 4b 732
8–10 2;5 4c 1038

b.    Stéphane (Rondal 1985; Rondal, Bachelet, and Leveillé 1973)
Files Age PLU stage Total # of Utterances
1–3 2;2–2;3 3b 644
6a/6f/8a 2;6–2;8 4b 688
25b 3;3 4c 257

This line we got from Table 3 (observed non-3sg), here expressed as a percentage
of adult rate of non-3sg in order to give an estimate of total rate of agreement (i.e.

including 3sg).

This line we got from Table 7 (proportion of finite null subjects with an
agreement clitic). We use this, rather than Table 3 because it does not rely on the

somewhat unreliable estimate of adult production of non-3sg.
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c.     Philippe (Suppes, Smith & Leveillé 1973)   
Files Age PLU stage Total # of Utterances
1–3 2;1–2;2 4b 898
11 2;6 4c 387

PLU stages (Predominant Length of Utterance) grouped kids at similar levels of
development together more reliably than MLU (Mean Length of Utterance) or age
(Vainikka, Legendre, and Todorova 1999).

(22) PLU stages in our data:

Stage 3: “Two-word” stage
• The one-word sentence type no longer clearly predominates (i.e. fewer than

60% of all utterances are one-word utterances)
• Of the three sentence types, the multi-word sentence type is not the most

common one

Stage 4: Predominantly multi-word stage
 • Of the three sentence types, the multi-word sentence type is the most

common one

(23) Secondary PLU stages in our data
Secondary stage b: 11%–60% of all utterances contain a verb
Secondary stage c: more than 60% of all utterances contain a verb

Agreement in French. Consider the most common conjugation class in French, verbs
ending in -er, exemplified in (24). Homophony is rampant (although spelling differentiates
“agreement” on the verb).

(24) The  -er conjugation (French)
  singular       phonetic      plural     phonetic  

1. (je) danse [dãs] (nous) dansons [dãsõ]
2. (tu) danses [dãs] (vous) dansez [dãse]
3. (il, elle, on) danse [dãs] (ils, elles) dansent [dãs]

However, subject clitics tell us which form the verb is in—and we take them to be a
realization of agreement.
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Tense in French. The early use of tensed forms by children is present, passé composé
(past), and future proche (future).

(25) Passé composé ‘danced’
  singular      phonetic       plural          phonetic   

1. j’ ai dansé [e dãse] nous avons dansé [avõ dãse]
2. tu as dansé [a dãse] vous avez dansé [ave dãse]
3. il a dansé [a dãse] ils ont dansé [õ dãse]

(26) Future Proche ‘going to dance’
  singular      phonetic       plural         phonetic   

1. je vais danser   [ve dãse] nous allons danser [alõ dãse]
2. tu vas danser   [va dãse] vous allez danser [ale dãse]
3. elle va danser   [va dãse] elles vont danser [võ dãse]

The past and future tenses are formed with an auxiliary, but children at this age often drop
auxiliaries. Therefore, we only counted cases in which both the auxiliary and the
participle are present as tensed.
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